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A form of the open-field system survives at Laxton in Nottinghamshire. Farming activity in each village or
manor was coordinated by the landowner's steward, or reeve. Two fields would be cultivated (usually with
corn) each year, the third being left fallow to recover its fertility.
Open field system - Credo Reference
The open field system was a system of agriculture in which large fields were divided into strips that were
farmed by individual peasants. This form of farming predominated in Europe from the middle ages until the
1800s.
What Was the Open Field System? | Reference.com
Under the open-field system, each manor or village had two or three large fields, usually several hundred
acres each, which were divided into many narrow strips of land. The strips or selions were cultivated by
individuals or peasant families, often called tenants or serfs .
Open-field system - Wikipedia
Open-field system, basic community organization of cultivation in European agriculture for 2,000 years or
more. Its best-known medieval form consisted of three elements: individual peasant holdings in the form of
strips scattered among the different fields; crop rotation; and common grazing.
Open-field system | agriculture | Britannica.com
The open field system was the arrangement of peasant agriculture in northern Europe before the 20th
century into scattered strips communally regulated but privately owned. The system shares features with
much peasant agriculture worldwide, especially in its scattering of strips.
Open Field System | SpringerLink
The open field can be of different sizes; small (38 x 38 cm), or large (72 x 72 cm). The small open field can
also serve as a hole board and as a test chamber for the novel object recognition task.
The Open Field Test - University of Nairobi
The enclosure acts ending the system of open field farming began in the medieval period and culminated in
the late 18th and early 19th centuries. By the mid-nineteenth century, the older system of ...
Why did the open field system end? | eNotes
Community and Market in England: Open Fields and Enclosures Revisited Opposition between 'community'
and 'market' originated with nineteenth- century social theorists like Marx (1867) and Tonnies (1887), who
con- trasted the modern, capitalist world with a preceding feudal or communal world.
Community and Market in England: Open Fields and
2 Open Versus Closed Systems 27 Organization design and management practices have transformed over
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time in response to changes in society. New organizations emerge when fresh needs are discovered or new
technologies are available.
Open Versus Closed Systems - SAGE Publications Inc
There are two major factors that brought this system to and end -- both are economic and they are related to
one another. First, the open field system was not efficient. This system meant, for ...
What changes brought the open-field system to end? | eNotes
The Orwins approached open fields from a practical viewpoint in 19387â€¢ They saw strips as being the
physical result of using a plough with a fixed mouldboard throwing ... 9 J. Z. Titow, 'Medieval England and the
Open-Field System' Past and Present 32, 1965, pp. 86-102.
The Open Fields of Northamptonshire
Open Field (animal test) The open field test is a widely used model of anxiety-like behavior developed to
evaluate emotionality in animals and is based on subjecting an animal to an unknown environment whose
escape is prevented by surrounding walls.
Open Field (animal test) - an overview | ScienceDirect Topics
Given that the open field system was the economic and agricultural system governing the lives of half the
people in Europe for hundreds of years, I find it dubious that this article is deemed to be of "low importance."
Talk:Open-field system - Wikipedia
The Open Strip Field System The fields continued to be farmed in the same medieval way for many years,
despite the changes going on around them. The greatest upheaval came in the 13th century, when Braunton
was divided into separate manors and sub-manors.
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